
Good Morning Year 6!

I hope you all had a good weekend. One more week and then, it’s Half Term!

The weather forecast is good this week so please use the opportunity to stay active. Remember, the USSP 
challenge is on the Sports’ Page of the website –it’s the last one so why not give it a go!
Also, this week would have been Walk to School week so instead, Mrs White has produced an ‘Walk at Home’ 
activity log that she would like you to complete. The KS2 one is on our Class Page and it would be great if you 
could  make a special effort to do more physical activity than usual. I am going to try and not spend so much 
time sitting down this week so I hope you will too. 

We will be Zooming again tomorrow so I am looking forward to seeing as many of you as possible. Make sure 
you look out for the invitation, meeting ID and Password which will be forwarded by email later this afternoon. 
The topic for our chat will be ‘First Impressions.’ I’d like you to think about these questions in advance:

What is a ‘first impression’?

Are they important /why?

What makes a good impression on you  when you meet someone for the first time? 

Happy Home-Learning today, 
Best wishes, Mrs Starbuck 



B

B =(O,10) C =(10, 20) As they are 
squares, you know 
all the sides are the same length.
Remember along the corridor and up 
the stairs
so the x coordinate comes first.  



Choose a 
SPAG mat
To complete







Maths answers from Friday 



This week will be All About You!
So, with SATs week done, this week is always when we to start to think about your move to Secondary School.

You have been sent your ‘All About Me ‘booklets and this week, we will use the Home Learning time to fill these in.

This booklet is the first thing your new school will see that comes directly from you so it is important that everyone 
completes it.

We are going to chat about ‘First Impressions’ over Zoom tomorrow and this is part of your first impression.

Today, please fill in your name on the front  and then complete the sections: ‘Reflection on your time at Primary 
School’ and ‘A New Start’  I HIGHLY recommend drafting your responses first – although if you are doing this 
electronically, you can obviously correct it but it is worth making some notes on your thoughts first so you don’t 
forget anything. Make sure you read everything you have written through, check spellings and grammar too. If you 
have printed out the booklet, make sure you use your best handwriting!

Also, start to think about your own feelings about the move. You may be really excited, there may be one or two  
aspects of it that you have questions about or you may be a bit apprehensive and worried about the change – all 
feelings are completely normal and I promise you, every class I have taught, have a range of different feelings 
about it every year. The important thing is to think about it so that you are as prepared as possible when you 
start. We will be talking about this more but have a conversation with your parents about anything that concerns 
you.    



Spelling



First, do the activities 
here

L.O. To  find numbers in a sequence

Monday 18th May

Key stage 2/ Maths/ Algebra (upper)/ Activities

Continuing with algebra, we are now moving to Number
Sequences. You have done some of this with Mrs McCullough
but that was a little while ago !

No quick maths today as there are two online activities instead. 



Please read: 



Now try some of these questions. There are four slides try to complete at least two.








